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1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
This document provides a summary of the work performed in respect of the Buffer component for the
SDP by assessing the design and architectural work to treat and mitigate particular risks associated with
the SDP. The previous document, described work performed up to 14th February 2018. The work here
describes;
● Summary of Architecture with respect to the Buffer as of CDR Submission.
● Requirements
● Attributes
● Impacts
● Prototyping
● SDPRISK-363 Buffer hardware and software does not meet performance requirements [RD08]
To assess performance considerations, potential implementations, configurations and sizing of storage
in respect of the Buffer architecture. In addition we have had access to the nascent CSD3 Data
Accelerator and provide some preliminary results at scale on that system.

2 OVERVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUFFER CONTEXT
2.1 Software Architecture
The SDP architecture document justifies the implementation of a buffer envisioned to comprise a class
of storage technologies to provide appropriate capacity, performance and reliability to specific elements
of the SDP as shown below (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 The context for the Buffer is presented here by the Operational System C&C View.

In particular we can begin to elucidate on the requirements and attributes to support the following
interfaces
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The output of Receive and Real Time Processing
The input to Batch Processing
Output of intermediate Data Products
Input/output support of Model Databases, etc
Input/Output support of Data Products to Long Term Storage

For the purposes of this document, we will consider the first two aspects of these as they constitute the
primary aspects with respect to SDPRISK-363.
The Buffer stores and makes available primary inputs and outputs of processing using a file system
interface as described below. The Buffer is a high-performance, high-capacity store that persists primary
inputs and outputs of processing using File System Interfaces. This encompasses at minimum visibility
data, the Science Data Model as well as all Data Products produced by processing.
The Buffer is meant to shoulder the main I/O burden involved in processing, with repeated reading of
visibilities for self-calibration major loops likely representing the toughest challenge (with rates of up to
4 TB/s globally, TBD). To facilitate the solution, we generally do not expect the Buffer to provide fast
access to the entire namespace. Instead, the expectation is that high-performance data access will
require accessing the Buffer in terms of local “Data Island” namespaces tailored to the needs of the
process in question.
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This component is documented in more detail in the Buffer C&C View [RD01].
Reliability:

High availability, critical for processing. As temporary high-speed storage
preventing data loss is not the Buffer’s responsibility.

Performance:

Very high throughput on storage interface (~4 GB/s per node for “hot” buffer
space, and ~ 0.4 TB/s globally for “cold” buffer space), with a very low latency
(~10ms)

Resources:

Large amount of storage (~10 PB for “performance” storage, ~40 PB for
“capacity” storage).

Security:

Some basic access restrictions per processing block, should protect data
mounted read-only against corruption / manipulation

A further decomposition of the Buffer is presented below (Figure 2) taken from the Buffer and LTS C&C
View [RD01] will help to frame the rest of the discussion in the document.

Figure 2: Buffer C&C View
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The salient points from the Element Catalogue are summarised here for context.
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Long Term Storage is expected to be a COTS component (likely hardware and software), that is
able to provide the storage for all the data products produced across the lifetime of the system.
This component is also responsible for both off-site backup of the data and restoring data from
backup, including full disaster recovery.
The Storage Lifecycle Database keeps track of the status of all storage instances in the storage
hierarchy (including LTS). This will require keeping track of storage requests and lifecycle policies
(e.g. minimal retention and replication) at the granularity of data island partitions. This is a very
common component in storage systems, so this could be implemented using off-the-shelf
software, possibly even directly integrated with Long Term Storage.
The Buffer Master component instantiates Data Islands (see below) as requested via the
coordination interface. It maintains data lifecycle management information, especially
considering decisions about when to delete data and/or move it to Long Term Storage.
A Data Island comprises Buffer storage associated with a Processing Block and, if processing,
Workflow Stage. This should allow allocating storage local to compute resources in order to
provide optimum performance. Data Islands can also access storage from other islands, however
this will clearly not have the performance guarantees we would normally associate with
optimum storage configuration. Generally this is needed when moving data, or creating and
aggregate view across multiple Storage Instances.
Storage Backend provides the actual storage instances backing the File System Interface. Within
an island, different backends could be used to separate inputs, outputs and temporary data
spaces to provide performance isolation and speed up clean-up after a stage has finished.
Implementation could be as distributed file system instances or object stores, subject to
performance and operational considerations.
File System Interface is a component that gets instantiated with applications (such as service or
execution engine components) to provide access to Buffer Storage. This access should be in
terms of a global hierarchical namespace, with all “file” objects owned by a Data Island sharing a
common island name prefix. For application development purposes the interface should be “file
system”-like, but we do not expect POSIX compliance. The concrete features and guarantees
might depend on the implementing backend, including support for specialised I/O libraries (e.g
HDF5). Note that for robustness of restarts (for example workflow stages), the File System
Interface should be able to protect read-only storage spaces against corruption.
Data Island Controller is created by the Buffer Manager, it orchestrates the creation of Storage
Backends and File System Interfaces via Platform Service’s Remote Storage Provisioning [RD10}.
It is worth noting locality concerns will need to be addressed, i.e. the storage backends can be
picked to be near as possible to the Compute Resources that are expected to be used by the
Science Workflow. While the design assumes a fully non-blocking network fabric, it is assumed
that locality still matters to get the best performance, particularly if an access pattern is very
latency sensitive. Once it is known how to connect the File System Interfaces, this information is
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reported to the user of the Data Island (usually the Processing Block Controller) via the
configuration database connection.
Additional Functionality will be required for provisioning of:
●
●
●

“Hot” Buffer storage - performance driven
“Cold” Buffer storage - capacity driven
Distributed storage orchestration - such as File System as a service for scalability

These are discussed below.

2.2 Hardware Views
In addition to the software architecture discussed above, the Buffer component can be considered in
respect of hardware views for the SDP. Figures 3 and 4 below provide a representation of the Processor
Platform and Server Types in terms of the latest PBS [RD05] showing the options for implementation of
the Buffer in terms of specific server types
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.
Figure 3: Current Hardware View of Processor Platform
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Figure 4. Different Server Types comprising the Processor Platform

Different implementations of the Buffer can then be considered: converged Buffer, where storage is
co-resident with a Receive or Processing Node or disaggregated where storage would be accommodated
by separate Storage Node(s). The trade-offs between these “types” are discussed in sections Sections
6.3 and 6.4 below and further work has been carried out described in this document but will be the
subject of continued prototyping. The converged vs. disaggregated scenarios are shown below in Figure
5.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 5. Implementations of the Buffer in terms of (A) Disaggregated where either Receive or Processing Nodes
access Storage over a network or (B) Receive and/or Processing and Storage Nodes are converged (viz occupy a
single server) and access is either local or across a network.
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2.3 Buffer Illustration
Figure 6 below provides an illustration of how the Buffer within a Data Island could be orchestrated in
terms of separate mount points (File System Interface), as an example, specified by Buffer Services to a
Storage Implementation which could be based on mixtures of Local, Networked and/or Parallel File
Systems, Object or Block Storage - in addition these may be constructed as converged or disaggregated
solutions but maintaining a single namespace within a Data Island. In any event it is assumed that the
details of the interface are isolated from the application.
Specific mount points would be pre-determined under the auspices of the Processing Block Controller
(allocate storage) creating instances of Hot and Cold Storage. The actual technology solutions for the
SDP remain abstracted and are to be assessed by prototyping.

Figure 6. An illustration of the Data Island interaction with File System as-a-service (taken from Peter Wortman’s
Architecture Review Webcast) in which the individual mount points are serviced by (yet to be decided) actual
filesystem or object storage.
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3 PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
The Buffer function provides a pivotal role in the support of the major Processing of the SDP: namely,
Receive and Real-Time Processing and Batch Processing. In order to cater for the different types of
processing, the orchestration of the Buffer requires a range of attributes and performance
considerations in order to satisfy read/write functionality directly to Pipelines as well as providing data
migration services from Cold-to-Hot Buffer for input into major iterative calibration and imaging
functions and Hot-to-Cold Buffer migration of Data Products. This interaction between the Processing is
shown here in Figure 7:

Figure 7.Sequence relating to Integrated Delivery of Workflow Products
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3.1 Receive & Real-Time Processing
The Receive Component handles data from the Central Signal Processor and the Low Frequency
Aperture Array while the observation is running. Depending on the type of Receive measurement data
might be visibilities, transient Buffer or pulsar search/timing data. Multiple instances of Receive might
be active at the same time in case multiple types of observations are running and/or the telescope is
split into sub-arrays.
Handling the received data consists of:
1. Compute required for servicing receive and conditioning of data, handling out-of-order packet
delivery.
2. Writing received and possibly pre-processed measurement data to the Buffer for later Batch
Processing
3. Feeding it directly to Real-Time Processing, such as a fast imaging or real-time calibration solving
Science Pipeline Workflows. Real-time results of such processing pipelines are pushed out via
Data Queues and might lead to e.g. alerts or calibration solutions getting published back to the
Telescope Manager.
Both raw received data as well as results of Real-Time Processing can become Data Products, which are
written to the Buffer similarly to Batch Processing.
Reliability:

Moderately high, critical for keeping up with an observation. Note that
different Receive & Real-time processing components have different reliability
requirements.

Performance:

High throughput (TBD, ingest rate > 0.4 TB/s globally), latency requirements for
real-time calibration and alerts (TBD, <10s).

Resources:

Compute required to run real-time pipelines and system related functions
(interrupt handling, IP stack, etc.) (TBD, RCAL+fast imaging would be up to 2
Pflop/s effective); needs buffer capacity and throughput to write out visibilities
(TBD, ~1.4 PB/h)

Based on the current sizing (see Table 1) the ingest rate per node will be of order 2Gbps and around
100Gbps per compute rack. For clients with 25Gbps High Throughput Ethernet (HTE) interfaces this is
equivalent to a minimum of 4 Receive and Real-Time processing nodes. This is equivalent to a write-rate
of approximately 3Gbytes/sec or 6 SATA-SSD devices (see Table 2).

3.2 Batch Processing
To facilitate iterative imaging and calibration, data from the Cold Buffer are required to be transitioned
to a Hot Buffer. The Hot Buffer is likely to be local to each Processing node (converged), although buffer
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capacity will also be exposed to other nodes within an island, and thus could also be disaggregated. No
technology choice is made as yet as further prototyping is required to understand the trade-offs
between these different implementations, but for costing we have considered two options: SATA-based
spinning and solid-state disks together with PCIe-based solid state (MVMe) storage.
Batch processing runs the most demanding Science Pipeline Workflows of the SDP, both in terms of
computational and scientific complexity. To ensure performance, all its primary inputs and outputs are
expected to come from/get written to the Hot Buffer. After processing has finished, Data Preparation
and Delivery will read the data back from the Buffer in order to deliver SDP Data Products.
Multiple instances of Batch Processing can execute at the same time, thus providing a mechanism for
scaling this part of processing. These instances can coordinate loosely by communicating via Data
Queues (e.g. exchange calibration solutions).
Reliability:

Moderate. Main function of the SDP, yet processing can often degrade
gracefully and (subject to resource availability) even get repeated.

Performance:

Very high throughput on reading Buffer (> 4 GB/s per node). Latency not as
important, only real-time results are likely Quality Assessment data.

Resources:

Large amount of compute (TBD, up to > 10 Pflop/s effective globally) and
buffer capacity

Based on the current sizing (see Table 1) the read rate per node will be of order 4GBytes/sec For clients
with 100Gbps LLN interfaces this is equivalent to a minimum of 1-2 MVMe or a minimum of 8 SATA-SSD
devices (see Table 2). In the case of the former this would not provide sufficient capacity for the
Hot-Buffer based on current technology although this is likely to change over time.

4 SIZING AND BUFFER MODELLING
4.1 Input from the Buffer Model
The HPSO_Scheduling Jupyter Notebook [RD03] has been used1 to provide an estimation of the
distribution of Hot/Cold Buffers. Figures 8 and 9 show the evolution of the Buffer in terms of the
capacity and bandwidths between Buffer types. The model was run with the following parameters.

flops_capacity_low = 13.8

# PetaFlops

At the time of writing no further information was available from the system sizing analysis for CDR [RD13]. However, it is anticipated that the
previous analysis provides a valid estimate for the work presented herein. As soon as the new data is available this will be assessed further.
1
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flops_capacity_mid = 12.1
buffer_size_low = 46
buffer_size_mid = 39

# PetaFlops

# PetaBytes -- Rosie

buffer_split= 0.25 # % Hot
buffer_split_int = buffer_split*100
Cold_buffer_size_low = buffer_size_low*(1-buffer_split) # PetaBytes
-- arbitrary for now
Cold_buffer_size_mid = buffer_size_mid*(1-buffer_split) # PetaBytes
-- arbitrary for now
Hot_buffer_size_low = buffer_size_low*buffer_split
Hot_buffer_size_mid = buffer_size_mid*buffer_split

# PetaBytes
# PetaBytes

seqL = ('B','A','A',)+('B',)*32+ ('A', 'A',) +('B',)*73 + ('A',)
+('B',)*43
seqM = ('B','G',)+('B',)*34 +('G','C','F',)+('B',)*110 +('F',)*91
+('G',)*2 + ('E',)*4 + ('D',)
# These are the values we will actually use for this simulation
sequence_to_simulate = seqL
flops_cap
= flops_capacity_low
Coldbuf_cap = Cold_buffer_size_low
Hotbuf_cap = Hot_buffer_size_low
tel_str = "LOW"

The strings in the sequence parameter seqL and seqM correspond to the current definition of the
scheduling block letters as per the caveat in the footnote above.
●
●
●
●
●
●

A : hpso01
B : hpso04c
C : hpso13
D : hpso14
E : hpso15
F : hpso27
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●

G : hpso37c

So for example in LOW, each “A” letter represents a unique instance of a 6-hour HPSO_1 scheduling
Block, which may be broken down into the following set of unique processing blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Stream data from outside the SDP into the ingest pipelines working memory
Perform ingest calculations
Perform RCal (Real-time calibration) calculations
Stream ingest data
Bulk-Transfer ingest data + RCal solutions from Cold Buffer to Hot buffer
Purge the previously-used data from the Cold Buffer
Stream ingest data + RCal solutions from Hot buffer
Perform ICal calculations
Perform DPrepA calculations
Perform DPrepB calculations
Perform DPrepC calculations
Stream data results of the ICal and DPrep calculations from working memory to Hot Buffer
Purge the working memory used for the ICal and DPrep calculations
Bulk-Transfer results of the whole scheduling block from Hot buffer to long-term preservation
Purge the previously-used data from the Hot Buffer

The sizing of the buffer in entirety (Buffer_size[low,mid]) was taken from the review of sizing performed
for the Sept 2016 Basis of Estimates [RD06].

Figure 8.Output of the HPSO_Scheduling NB showing the evolution of the Cold Buffer (LOW)).
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Figure 9.Output of the HPSO_Scheduling showing the evolution of the Cold Buffer (LOW).

Further analysis has sought to gain information on the buffer sizing by re-running the model with a
randomised sequencing of the HPSO tasks. Figure 10 below provides this analysis

Figure 10. Distribution of execution times for a randomised set of 100 HPSO Tasks.
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On the basis of this model, the Buffer has been sized accordingly as per Table 1 which provides details
from the current Hardware Costed Concept and provides a summary of the Buffer Requirements derived
from the CSP Ingest Rate together with an assumption of a 75:25 partitioning of the Buffer between
Cold and Hot respectively (slightly increased from the Buffer Model which demonstrated that 78:22%
was possible). The actual read rate from the Hot Buffer has been further investigated in the Buffer C&C
View [RD01] to be of the order of 4.4 (Low) and 4.8 (Mid) GBytes/sec.

Buffer::Cold

75.00%

Total Ingest rate (Required)

0.707

0.775

TB/s

Buffer Size

38

32

PB

Buffer storage per node

21

20

TB

Buffer storage per island

1.5

1.4

PB

Ingest rate per node (Required)

3.1

3.9

Gb/s

Under-subscription at CN

8.0

6.4

Required Ingest rate per Compute Island 166

207

Gb/s

Buffer::Hot

25.00%

Buffer Size

13

11

PB

Buffer Size Per Node

7

7

TB

Total Read Rate (Required)

4.414

4.805

Gbyte/sec

Read Rate per node

4.41

4.81

Gbyte/sec

Read Rate per Compute Island

247.18

269.08

Gbyte/sec

Table 1 Buffer Sizing and Performance Characteristics.

Based on the Number of Compute Nodes as Per Below.

Processor Platform
Compute

Low

Mid

Number of nodes

1,819

1,595

Table 2 Number of Nodes from SDP Cost Model
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4.2 Buffer Sizing
The Tables below provide a summary of the basic storage technologies as of 2018 and projections for
2023. The 2018 data are used as an initial baseline for sizing and cost purposes and also used to assess
disaggregated versus converged construction options. Based on an anticipated growth in capacity then a
converged Hot Buffer is achievable. Balancing the requirements for the Buffer size on performance and
capacity may lead to the fact that the actual realised size is greater and therefore increased costs may
be incurred.

Technology

HDD

Sequential
Performance

Read/Write

Sequential
Performance

Read/Write

SSD

NVMe

Units

150

500

1.2

4

Number of Drives per 10GbE

9

3

1

Number of Drives per 25GbE

21

7

2

Number of Drives per 100GbE

84

25

5

Number of Drives per 200GbE

167

50

9

10

4

Size

3,000 MB/s
24 Gbits/sec

2 TB

Number of Disks based on B/W
Number of Disks (Cold Buffer)

HDD

SSD

NVMe

LOW

2,592

778

130

MID

2,475

743

124

LOW

53,527

16,058

2,676

MID

51,093

15,328

2,555

Number of Disks (Hot Buffer)

2018
Number of Disks for Capacity

10TB

4TB

2TB

Number of Disks (Cold Buffer)

HDD

SSD

NVMe

LOW
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MID

3,218

8,044

16,088

LOW

695

1,739

3,477

MID

672

1,681

3,362

Number of Disks (Hot Buffer)

2023
Number of Disks for Capacity

30TB

16TB

10TB

Number of Disks (Cold Buffer)

HDD

SSD

NVMe

LOW

1,265

2,372

3,795

MID

1,073

2,011

3,218

LOW

232

435

695

MID

224

420

672

Number of Disks (Hot Buffer)

Table 3 Buffer Sizing based on Available Storage Technology for Network Performance and Storage Capacity for
2018 and 2023

4.3 Architectural Drivers
The following aspects are architectural drivers related to Buffer implementation..
Performance

While HDD and SSD performance can be assumed to remain constant
(notwithstanding any new SATA-4 or SATA-E specification), MVMe drives
could increase in performance in-line with PCI-E technology. Latest
information on PCI-E gen5 is purported to be 2019 [RD07] and even
considering delays this is likely to be available for SDP. In addition advanced
technologies such as Optane [RD04] within a DDR slot could also have an
important effect.

Time

The availability of the performance interfaces mentioned above will have
important considerations for performance and Buffer implementation
choices and timing of potential procurements

Cost

The trade-off between HDD and SSD remains the major question mark in
terms of cost with respect to the Cold-buffer. For the Hot Buffer the trade-off
between SATA-SSD and NVMe is also a factor. The buffer modelling to some
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extent ameliorates this.
Reliability

Currently assessed based on standard RAID although consideration of erasure
coding will need to be performed. For SSDs, durability should be considered
although this is improving. Impacts of storage model will also need to be
assessed.

Usability

Currently investigating traditional file systems, driven by performance
considerations and current astronomy practise. Assessment of Object Stores
should be considered as they move into the performance domain. See
Addendum.

4.4 Impacts and Constraints
The following aspects are potential impacts of the Buffer implementation, requiring further work to
rationalise.
Product

Constraints

Server Design

Trade-offs between cost/performance to rationalise between network attached
(disaggregated) and direct-attached storage (converged) and implications of
server design.
Reaching required performance can be achieved by MVMe drives but size of
current media have implications meeting capacity of Hot-Buffer. More drives per
compute node have implications in terms of reliability.
PCIe connectivity will become an issue as need to accommodate both
accelerators and storage via this connection.
During construction PCIe Gen4 and potentially Gen5 will be available as well as
potentially more PCIe lanes.
Number of expansion slots in servers has not really changed, while the use of
high-bandwidth devices has greatly increased. Think of GPUs (each require 16
lanes), interconnect HCAs, NICs and possibly storage devices (NVMA is
essentially a PCIe dialect). Intel is not keen on greatly increasing the number of
PCIe lanes per socket, but AMD and IBM (i.e. OpenPOWER) may.
Converged filesystem may impact CPU performance

Network

Depending on the sizing of Hot and Cold buffers speed of network will become a
limiting factor, although it is anticipated that during construction 200 to
400Gbps networking will be generally available. Separate Receive and Real-Time
processing nodes should be considered which could help reduce the High
Throughput Ethernet radix although have implications in terms of data
movement.
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Rack

Size of Compute Rack will be dictated by size of compute nodes and storage
nodes. Depending on the choice of buffer implementation the node size could
vary by 4x.

Data Centre

Floor space occupied by the SDP in the SPC may vary by 4x.

5 PROTOTYPING ACTIVITY
The main requirement here is to inform design of the Buffer component in respect of performance and
assess various technologies and potential implementations. In the previous document a benchmark
strategy allied to the prototyping was provided.
An implication of the separation between “Hot” (performance oriented) and “Cold” (capacity oriented)
is the orchestration of data movement. This requires a priori knowledge of the location of data in “Cold”
to pre-empt the movement of data (this is addressed in the Buffer C&C View [RD01]) ready in-time for
batch processing to occur. This data movement process will persist for a considerable amount of time
(many hours) bounded by the performance and properties of the final network implementations and the
configuration of the “Hot” and “Cold” Buffers. The data movement will also consume processing
resource. Thus prototyping is required to validate this approach with the use of specific industry
standard benchmarks, to characterise performance, together with investigating analogous requirements
in the HPC use-case which will provide further evidence on this orchestration.
Benchmarking has progressed following the methodology outlined in the previous version of the
document and focusing on two specific platforms.
1) The P3-Alaska Platform, providing the software-defined agility to test file-system configurations
against various Execution environments such as Slurm, Docker-Swarm, Kubernetes and different
hardware configurations, converged and disaggregated.
2) The University of Cambridge CSD3 Supercomputer [RD12] which offers a fixed disaggregated,
but large-scale high performance flash tier, based on newer technology but requiring a Data
Mover service analogous to the requirements of the SDP but constrained by the fixed “Execution
environment” of Slurm.

5.1 Motivations for Hot Buffer
●
●
●
●

Maintain High Performance for Streaming Visibilities
Scalability of shared namespaces
Deterministic performance by guaranteeing a QoS
Moderate metadata problems when lots of small files are created or deleted
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●

Provision suitable resilience for intermediate and final results

5.2 Key Performance Consideration
Key questions we need to answer about this are:
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Which storage mechanism is appropriate for Hot and Cold Buffers (disaggregated and network
driven or converged to a Compute Node, or both)
What mechanisms we use for tearing down file systems so as not to incur excessive metadata
operations
How many NVMe cards per server type is best, given performance that can be extracted using
High Throughput Ethernet or Low Latency Networking
How much RAM and CPU is needed to host the parallel file systems need to expose the NVMe
storage to compute nodes.
Do we need separate metadata servers run on one of the Hot Buffer hosts, and can that be
pinned to specific CPU core using docker/cgroups, etc? Should we have dedicated meta-data
nodes separate to the Storage nodes?
How much RAM and CPU is needed to host the staging in and out of data between the Hot
Buffer and Cold Buffer? Each mount point uses a non-trivial amount of memory. Should we have
separate I/O nodes to do the copy?
When requesting multiple I/O slices should they be on the same node or spread between
different nodes where possible?

5.3 P3-Alaska Prototyping
5.3.1 Hardware Platform
The P3-AlaSKA platform consists of the following Storage Technologies.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A single Storage Node comprising of 4 MVMe Drives
A pair of Storage Nodes with a SATA-SSD back-end Storage Array
A Ceph-FS appliance as well as ansible configured Ceph
Ceph-Ansible bare metal prototyping
Compute Node Storage comprising 3 SATA-SSD

As described in Appendix II
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This provides a flexible array of storage technologies to prototype. Software configuration is defined by
Ansible Playbooks able to provision a variety of filesystem interfaces based around BeeGFS, GlusterFS,as
well as the pre-defined Ceph-FS.

5.3.2 Hardware Test Plan
The current Test Plans are tabulated below and consider current technologies (as available in the
Performance Prototype Platform) in line with the sizing of these technologies as described above.
Component

Construction Concept

Considerations

Buffer::Hot
(Read)

Converged and Disaggregated Storage - Performance characterization
NVMe and NVMe-over-Fabrics
● Stress-testing
remote
Object vs. File
storage
RDMA vs. TCP
● Stress-testing local storage
EDR ↔ EDR
● Impact on CPU
25GbE (Client) ↔ 100GbE (Server)

Buffer::Cold
(Write)

Converged and Disaggregated SATA-SSD
25GbE (Client) ↔ 100GbE (Server)

Ingest Pipeline Performance
UDP Streaming

Buffer::Cold-t
o-Hot

25GbE (Client) ↔ 100GbE (Server)

Scheduling and transitioning of
Data

5.3.3 Testing Methodology
5.3.3.1 Hot Buffer
Test configurations for Performance Prototype Platform are described here
● Baseline: Local, (DAS) MVMe, SATA-SSD
● Remote or disaggregated storage with NVMe-oF over RoCE and IB
● Converged Storage
Class

Configuration

HC-HDD

Converged Compute GlusterFS/BeeGFS/
Node ↔ Compute Node CEPH
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DA-NVM Disaggregated:
e
Compute Node
Storage Node A

GlusterFS/BeeGFS/
<-> CEPH

FIO,
Pipeline (TBD),
Imaging
Pipeline
Analogue (TBD)

DA-SSD

Disaggregated:
GlusterFS/BeeGFS/
Compute Node <-> CEPH
Storage Node B x 1

FIO,
Pipeline (TBD),
Imaging
Pipeline
Analogue (TBD)

DA-SSD

Disaggregated:
to GlusterFS/BeeGFS/
Compute
Node ↔ CEPH
Storage Node B x 2

FIO,
Pipeline (TBD),
Imaging
Pipeline
Analogue (TBD)

Table 4 Test Methodology Details on Processing Node,Ref Appendix II for BOM. TBD are In Progress

For the most part, performance testing has been focused around the industry standard benchmark, fio,
as appropriate analogues for the imaging pipeline are not available as yet. Some preliminary work has
been performed in support of the an imaging benchmark analogue, a hybrid OpenMPI + OpenMP
application using HDF5, which will be used for verification of the parametric model assumptions. A
preliminary study of this application running on P3 has been performed and will also be tested on CSD3
at Cambridge. Results for this are not available at present.
WIthout any further work on this benchmark, we followed the testing along the lines detailed in the
Configuration for Table 4. Initially we focused on GlusterFS as this had some potential benefits for
OpenStack Manila. This, to a large extent, can be ignored at this juncture and in order to take advantage
of work being performed on CSD3, effort centred around the use of BeeGFS, widely-used and easy to
install, parallel file-system which provided better performance than GlusterFS. In either respect, Ansible
Roles were written [RD10], tested on the OpenHPC appliance, which could then be made available to
respective execution frameworks supported see for example the P3-AlaSKA Prototyping Report [RD02].
Testing up to now, however was performed on the OpenHPC appliance using Infiniband EDR (Client) to
Infiniband EDR (Server). This comprised of 8 slave nodes and one master node (other nodes were being
used by other P3 users) in a conventional HPC configuration with Slurm. Storage was configured in three
different way DA-[SSD,NVMe] and HC-HDD as per the “Class” column in Table 4. In the case of the
disaggregated (DA) testing all computational clients and server nodes were connected to a single switch
and no congestion should occur.
The average bandwidth per node for 8 nodes for READ/WRITE operations is shown in the Figure 11
below across the three different file-system configurations, offering a single namespace across the 8
nodes.
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(B)
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Figure 11.Write (A) and READ (B) performance for fio on various BeeGFS filesystem configurations. Run-time
parameters for fio can be found here

The performance so far demonstrates, with the hardware available, similar performance and scalability
for the configurations chosen. Further tests are required to support this with comparisons against the
CSD3 results shown below. As an indication of this, the fio bandwidth achieved directly on the NVMe
server node using identical fio parameters is 11GB/sec Read and 7GB/s Write. Compared with the same
test case running on single compute node which achieved around 7GB/sec Read and 5.6GB/sec Write.

5.3.3.2 Cold Buffer
Test configurations for Performance Prototype Platform
● Baseline: Network Attached SATA-SSD
● Converged SSD
Product

Abstraction

Benchmark

Compute Node A DAS

File/Object
Converged

FIO
Pipeline (TBD),
Receive and Real Time
Pipeline Analogue (TBD)

B/W

IOPS

CPU
Load

Compute Nodes ↔ Storage GlusterFS/Be FIO,
Node B x 2
eGFS/
Pipeline (TBD),
CEPH
Receive and Real-Time
Pipeline Analogue (TBD)
Storage Nodes ↔ Buffer:Hot

File

Distributed Copy

Table 5 Test Methodology Details on Receive and Real Time Node, Ref Appendix II for BOM

Further testing is required as per the Hot Buffer, but comparing the High-Throughput Ethernet network
as opposed to the Low-Latency Network.

5.4 Cambridge Service for Data Driven Discovery (CSD3) Prototyping
5.4.1 Hardware
The DAC system is built using a number of Dell-EMC R740xd 2U servers - a next generation server
(R730xd) from that of P3-AlaSKA, with improved internal communication and standardisation of NVMe
drive form-factor. Each DAC server has a 16 core Intel Xeon Gold CPU at 2.5Ghz, although this is
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probably over-engineered for this purpose. Each of these servers contains a PCIe-x switch to connect 6
Intel P4600 NVMe SSDs to each CPU, thus 12 in total for each server. The installation for CSD3 uses 24 of
these servers with 12 NVMes per server. To balance (based on assessing the peak performance of NVMe
and network bandwidth) each of the 24 servers have 2 Intel Omni-Path adapters per node. P3-AlaSKA
as a comparison uses a single EDR Infiniband or 25Gbps Ethernet adaptor.
To test that the NVMEs hardware is in working order FIO is run on each nvme to test the drives so that
their specific performance can be verified.. This also tests any issue with the PCIx switch internal to the
node. Network testing makes use of the osu MPI tests, as well as the basic RDMA ping tools.

5.4.2 File-System Software
For the purposes of the Cambridge DAC configuration initial implementations were based around Lustre,
although the baseline performance was difficult to achieve2. However, in conjunction with similar work
being performed on P3-AlaSKA on different parallel file-systems where both GlusterFS and BeeGFS
file-systems were planned for testing, the final configuration of the Cambridge DAC resulted in the use
of BeeGFS.
BeeGFS is controlled through the DAC Orchestrator. Software written to organise each request for a
buffer of a particular size. An NVMe is formatted with EXT4 (NB for P3-AlaSKA the underlying file-system
was XFS) and the metadata and storage directories are created as required for the size of the buffer. An
internal SSD is used address internal file-system storage requirements by management processes. Unlike
metadata and object storage this is not performance critical and take up a very small amount. Unlike
most installations there is one storage process for each NVMe in order to facilitate the co-location of
multiple buffers on a single server.

5.4.3 Achieved Performance
The DAC system can achieve over 500GiB/s reads and 240GiB/s writes in a 8NVMe configuration (see
Figure XX). Further testing is required to see if additional bandwidth can be achieved at a higher NVMe
count. When using all 12 NVMe devices a higher write performance can be achieved at the cost of an
average 5% reduction in read performance compared with 8 NVMes as shown in Figure 12. This is
mostly a limit imposed by the network. A single node should be able to achieve over the 25 GiB/s if
greater network capacity was available (verified by running FIO as mentioned above).

2

Further testing is planned for this.
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Figure 12 Bandwidth Performance Comparison for DAC Server and Number of NVMe devices per Server.

5.4.4 Obstacles Overcome
A PCIx switch can fail with a resultant ~100MiB/s degradation in observed SSD performance from the
SSDs. This is an indication that the PCIx switch needs intervention, which can be remedied by a reseat of
the switch within the server.
ARP flux due to multiple network interfaces on the same subnet causes clients to receive the wrong
MAC address when making its initial connection. The system will exhibit poor performance or a failure to
connect if the MAC address table is stale or incorrect. In order to correct this: the correct ARP tuning
settings must be applied to the kernel and static routes for each interface corresponding to its subnet.
A considerable amount if time was spent in tuning the underlying file-systems. Tuning of the file-system
requires testing extensively to correct for any issues. One example is misuse of the page cache found
when testing Lustre 2.11. This can be diagnosed with perf and corrected with a set of patches. BeeGFS
requires the correct client side performance tunings to ensure that the performance matches
expectations. BeeGFS servers only require the correct amount of worker threads to satisfy incoming
requests.
A critical element of the testing and scalability of performance was related to the network topology. The
CSD3 system employs a traditional oversubscribed (2:1) fat-tree topology. Such a cost-engineered,
trade-off is representative of the fact that many HPC, MPI-based applications in use on CSD3, do not
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scale, cost effectively, to hundreds or thousands of CPU cores, and thus applications are constrained,
more cost-effectively, by the scheduler to operate within the boundaries of a single Top-of-Rack (leaf),
low-latency switch. However, for a globally accessible storage sub-system in which communication
within the upper bounds of the fat-tree and not just leaf-switches is required. - this is typically overcome
in such switch architectures by the use of adaptive routing to alleviate micro-bursting. Considerable
testing of the DAC server nodes position in the Fat Tree topology used on CSD3 led to a complete
reorganisation. With 8 DACs per island switch (Figure 14) it was discovered that congestion due to
routing was damping performance. Adaptive routing was able to alleviate some of the problem,
however it was found that the optimum solution was to move the DAC nodes into a compute node rack
(Figure 13). Without this intervention a traditional IO Island was only able to support 4 DACs.
For the SDP, to a certain extend the low-latency network is specified as a full bi-sectional Fat-Tree
topology, to resolve, from a hardware perspective, any such issues arising, together with an architecture
in which a shared namespace is constrained to Data Island. However depending on the application
profile and buffer implementation such considerations will require further testing.

Figure 13 Final Configuration with the DAC system integrated into each (Xeon - Skylake) compute rack.
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Figure 14 Original DAC system implementation as a distinct leaf “close” to the Xeon - Skylake partition.

5.4.5 DAC Orchestration as a parallel to the Buffer Component
The orchestration of the DAC is similar to that of the Buffer component. For comparison let’s look back
at Figure 2, and compare to the Figure 16 below showing the deployment diagram for the Data
Accelerator and its orchestration:
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Figure 16: Deployment of Cambridge DAC orchestration

The data accelerator is currently accessed only via Slurm. It integrates with Slurm making use of the
existing Burst Buffer system.
In this scenario, Slurm is approximating the role of the Buffer component (see Buffer C&C View). It
receives the users requests and sends them to the Dac via the burst buffer plugin CLI based interface.
This interface effectively triggers the Data Island Controler for each buffer, via the dac_wlm_cli. Using
Slurm, users are able to request which pool of storage they want to use, and how much storage they
need. The lifecycle of the buffer is also controlled by Slurm, it is either persistent (user decides when it is
created and deleted) or a per job buffer (Slurm creates and deletes the buffer to match the lifetime of
the job).
In Slurm burst buffer management there is no iRODS style tracking of particular data artifacts, but Slurm
allows users to specify stage in and stage out of data from another parallel file system. This is labeled
above as the Capacity Storage Tier, taking on a very similar role to the Long Term Storage component in
the Buffer C&C View. The rules of what happens at the start and end of a slurm job in terms of staging in
and staging out of data are stored by Slurm in a manner that is very similar to some of what is modeled
in the Storage Lifecycle Database controller.
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Slurm supports multiple pools of burst buffer storage that could map to specific Slurm partitions. In this
way, even though the burst buffer is not told what specific compute nodes the job will execute on until
the burst buffer is created, including completion of all stage in data movement, you can direct a job to
similarly located storage and compute. However the current prototype efforts have not looked into this
deeply, largely because it seems that Slurm is currently unable to schedule arbitrary jobs to an available
pair of Compute and Burst Buffer resources.
Going back to the Data Island Controller, in the current DAC implementation it is a goroutine started by
the dacd daemon on the Data Accelerator that is elected to be the master node for the given buffer. The
election happens by first checking if the dacd is alive (via a lease of a key from etcd) and second seeing
what capacity all of the alive hosts have. The first node on which capacity is claimed becomes the
master.
The Storage Backend is provisioned by the Data Island Controller go-routine by running a set of Ansible
playbooks with an appropriate inventory. Both Lustre and BeeGFS have been prototyped and
benchmarked (and it seems BeeGFS will likely be the winner). The File System Interface are the DAC
mount points on the Compute Nodes. Once Slurm tells theDAC via the dac_slurm_cli which compute
nodes a job will execute on, the appropriate buffers are mounted on those nodes via ssh executed by
the Data Island Controller.
In Summary, the current DAC orchestration and its integration with Slurm roughly match the same split
of responsibilities described in the Buffer C&C in Figure 2. There are limitations: there are only two tiers
of storage (burst buffer and longer term storage) and no tracking of specific data products through
multiple storage tiers. It is hoped that further prototyping work could consider using iRODS to provide
integrated Storage Lifecycle Database and Long Term Storage to track artifacts as they flow through
various storage tiers.
Further work is planned for DAC and this will act as a useful test at scale for developments on P3.

5.5 Impact of Containerisation
Recent advances in the SDP Architecture [RD01] have adopted the use of Containerization technologies
for consideration in terms of Continuous Integration and Development of Science Pipeline Workflows as
opposed to the use already in respect of Platform Services. Containerisation is a rapidly developing
technology and while certain of these are often used in HPC scenarios, potential overheads may occur
due to the inability to gain unfettered access to the underlying hardware. Preliminary studies have
shown that certain viable configurations, have negligible effect on performance while others do. The
following table gives a summary of the IO results for fio on a single SATA-SSD, showing that the Docker
container, which exposes native host networking, has negligible effect to performance, whereas the
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Clear container (https://clearlinux.org/) only supports virtualised access, and imposes intolerable
performance.
Metric

Bare Host

Docker Native

Clear Container

Write Aggregate BW

389MB/s

388MB/s

174MB/s

Read Aggregate BW

448MB/s

448MB/s

59MB/s

Write IOPS

12161

12120

5422

Read IOPS

13996

13995

1842

Utilisation

100%

100%

82%

Further prototyping activities are on-going to explore these aspects for both I/O and MPI
communication.
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7 APPENDIX I GLOSSARY
Storage disaggregation separates compute and storage to different nodes in order to allow for
independent resource scaling and thus, better hardware resource utilization. While disaggregation of
hard-drives storage is a common practice, NVMe-SSD (i.e., PCIe-based SSD) disaggregation is considered
more challenging. This is because SSDs are significantly faster than hard drives, so the latency overheads
(due to both network and CPU processing) as well as the extra compute cycles needed for the offloading
stack become much more pronounced.
Direct Access Storage (DAS) the application and the associated storage is co-located on the same server
Converged Storage mixture of both where storage is DAS but the storage services is of a distributed (file
or object) nature across compute nodes providing a single namespace.
NVMe A storage protocol standard on top of PCIe:
● Standardize access to local non-volatile memory over PCIe
● NVMe-SSDs connect through PCIe and support the standard
● Large number of deep submission/completion queues
● NVMe-SSDs deliver lots of IOPS/BW 1MIOPS, up to 6GB/s from a single device, – 5x more than
SAS-SSD, 20x more than SATA-SSD.
MVMe-over-Fabrics (MVMeoF) Recent extension of the NVMe standard
● Enables access to remote NVMe devices over different network fabrics
● Maintains the current NVMe architecture, and:
● Adds support for message-based NVMe operations
● Advantages (TBV by prototyping)
○ Parallelism: extends the multiple queue-paired design of NVMe
○ Efficiency: eliminates protocol translations along the I/O path
○ Performance
● Supported Fabrics
○ RDMA - IB, RoCE (available on P3-Alaska)
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CEPH - A ubiquitous storage platform that supports object, block and file access across a distributed set
of storage components
Cluster File System (CFS) - A CFS is a type of filesystem which is shared to clients by being simultaneously
mounted on multiple servers. The servers can be converged or disaggregated. Parallel file systems are a
type of CFS that spreads (analogous to shards in Object Storage speak) files across multiple servers for
performance.

8 APPENDIX II BILL OF MATERIALS P3-BUFFER

Ref

Description

QTY

P3:Interconnect and
networking

Network Switches
Dell Networking S6100-ON 100GbE 32-port switch

2

Dell Networking S6010-ON 40GbE 32-port switch

2

Dell Networking N1548 OOB GbE switch

2

Mellanox SB7800 36-port EDR managed Infiniband Switch

1

Mellanox SB7890 36-port EDR unmanaged Infiniband Switch

1

NVMe node (Disaggregated Hot Buffer)

1

P3:Storage Node A

PowerEdge R730xd
2 x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 2.2GHz 12-core processors
128GB RAM 8 x 16GB dual rank RDIMMs 2400MT/s
12 x 600GB SAS 10k disks RAID1
Perc H730 RAID controller
4 x 3.2TB MU NVMe drives
Intel X520 SFP+ 10/1GbE NDC
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Mellanox ConnectX-4 EDR Infiniband dual port HCA
P3:Storage Node B

Alternate Storage Node (Disaggregated Hot/Cold Buffer)

2

PowerEdge R730xd
2 x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 2.2GHz 12-core processors
128GB RAM 8 x 16GB dual rank RDIMMs 2400MT/s
24 x 1.6TB SATA Mixed Use SSD drives
Perc H730 RAID controller
Intel X520 SFP+ 10/1GbE NDC
Mellanox ConnectX-4 EDR Infiniband dual port HCA
P3:Storage Node C
(This is actually a Ceph
Cluster and provides a
persistent store for
images and /home)

2x 2TB SSD per node (Disaggregated Cold Buffer)
1x 8-core AMD Opteron A1100 per node
2x RDIMM 32GB DDR3 DRAM
2x 10GBase-T Ethernet

1

2x 2TB SSD per node
1x 8-core AMD Opteron A1100 per node
2x RDIMM 32GB DDR3 DRAM
2x 10GBase-T Ethernet
3x 76TB (228TB total)
12x 6TB HDD per node
2x 2TB SSD per node
1x 8-core AMD Opteron A1100 per node
2x RDIMM 16GB DDR3 DRAM
2x 10GBase-T Ethernet
P3:Compute Node A
(Receive and Realtime
Node)

PowerEdge R630 Standard Compute node (Converged Hot/Cold
Buffer)

29

2 x Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 2.1GHz 16-core processors
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128GB RAM 8 x 16GB dual rank RDIMMs 2400MT/s
4 x Intel S3610 400GB mixed use SSD
PERC H730 RAID card
Intel X520 2 x 10GbE + 2 x GbE Network Daughter Card
Mellanox ConnectX-4 dual port EDR 100Gb/s Infiniband HCA
Table 6 Permanent infrastructure available as for P3-AlaSKA
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